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Project: Dress / Incubator, 2001 
 
 
Designer / maker: Cathy Smith and Tamara Rasmussen, with installation assistance from Matthew Dixon 
 
Brief: interactive installation and performance artwork for Architects Art exhibition, RAIA gallery, Brisbane 
 
Address: RAIA, Brisbane, Australia, December 2001 
 
Description: 
 
Dress / incubator was a collaborative work exploring architectural practice, femininity, sociality and giving. It incorporated soft, ephemeral and everyday materials including: 
crystals; powerpoint video projections; artificial grass; party poppers; tattoos; and cakes. Originally conceived as an inhabitable dress, the project evolved into a performance-
based work loosely resembling a party. Invitations were sent to friends to encourage audience attendance and interaction, and everyone was encouraged into the space to 
receive gifts – a party popper, tattoo and a cake! The work was seen as an opportunity to explore architectural conviviality, and to question the hard, static hylomorphism 
synonymous with architectural practice. The installation provided respite and nourishment within the static gallery space, particularly as the exhibition opening was an un-
catered event. By affixing tattoos to the audience, the work dispersed throughout the gallery and into the evening. 
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Installation in gallery context 
Source: Cathy Smith. 
 
 
